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Ius Commune Café
The board and the PhD representatives of the Ius Commune Research School find it
important that the young researchers of the School, even if they are at home, stay
connected and have the opportunity to regularly exchange ideas and discuss their work.
In this regard, the Ius Commune Research School organizes a monthly Ius Commune Café
for PhD students.
The Café has the following house rules:
 We would advise you to set this date as an artificial deadline to finish a specific part of
your research.
 At the Café you can discuss an idea from your research of the last month with your
peers. You can choose the topic yourself. Topics can include an interesting case, a
hypothesis, a theory or a provisional research result. Surprise us!
 The setting is informal. It suffices organize your thoughts on a sheet of paper 10
minutes before the meeting starts. The real work should be the part of the research that
you want to finish before the meeting.
 Each participant receives a time slot of 20 minutes: 10 minutes for your pitch, and 10
minutes for peer discussion.
 We split up the attendees into fixed groups of 4 or 5 persons to allow you all to
participate in each discussion.


Feel free to ask a colleague from inside or outside the Ius Commune Research School
to join, if that would make the Café more interesting to you.

 Don't forget your cup of thee or coffee to our online Café. We can't provide those
through the wire.
We hope that this initiative can give an additional boost to your research and keep you on
track with your PhD.

The first Ius Commune Café
Monday the 15th February at 5 p.m.
Participants Private Law
Tom Hick (KU Leuven, Chair)
Research topic: Wrongfully breaking off negotiations
Francesca Leucci (Erasmus University Rotterdam)
Research topic: Law and economics of environmental damage assessment
Jonas Voorter (KU Leuven)
Research topic: A circular building sector without any gaps: In which way facilitates hampers
Belgian legislation the transition to a circular building sector?
Minzhen Jiang (Maastricht University)
Research topic: Civil liability and compensation for pollution damage caused by offshore facilities:
the United States and China
Hui Ai (Maastricht University)
Research topic: The decision-making power and regulation of anti-takeover measures of the target
company in hostile takeover

The first Ius Commune Café
Monday the 15th February at 5 p.m.
Participants Public Law
Jitte Akkermans (KU Leuven, Chair)
Research topic: Insolvency of banks and governments: An integrated constitutional and economics
analysis of those mechanisms that smother the triggers to insolvency of banks and governments
Violet Ross (Wageningen University)
Research topic: Legal Plasticity: Exploring the role of reflexive law and informational governance
in facilitating a circular economy for plastics
Aida Halilovic (Maastricht University)
Research topic: EU integrated border management: shared competences, shared responsibility, or
shared administration?
Lucia van der Meulen (KU Leuven)
Research topic: Litigating for gundamental tights in Europe: why (not) before the Court of Justice
of the European Union?
Tatsiana Ivanchykava (Maastricht University / Bordeaux University)
Research topic: Administrative acts with transnational imputation. How transnational
administrative law shakes the foundations of judicial review
Tongle Si (Maastricht University)
Research topic: The risk burden of private parties under concession regulations in public-private
partnerships: a comparison between European Union and China regimes

